ACCOUNTING FOR LEVEE OVERTOPPING DURATION:
A TEST WITH HURRICANE KATRINA CONDITIONS
Robert G. Dean1 and Mathijs van Ledden2
Overtopping of earthen levees can result in lee side erosion, levee failure and severe flooding consequences. Erosion
takes time and early design guidance did not account for overtopping duration. The potential overtopping durations
associated with hurricanes depends on the time histories of the surges and waves and are usually shorter than for
riverine or coastal flooding by other storm types. With significant advancements in hurricane-induced storm surge
modeling, it is appropriate to improve predictability of levee erosion response characteristics. This paper presents the
results of a blind-folded comparison of a method developed by Dean, et al (2010) to two levee locations in the New
Orleans area. The levees failed in one area where the surges and wave heights were larger than the second area where
the levees performed well. The method applied accounts for surge and wave time histories, levee geometry and grass
cover quality. Results are consistent with failure at the location of higher surges and wave heights and consistent with
the non-failure at the second location for good quality grass. For average and poor quality grass covers, the required
levee heights are 0.1 m and 0,5 m higher that the actual levee height. The method can be applied to optimize levee
design, for example, through investigating the trade offs between crest elevation and levee side slopes.
Keywords: levee overtopping, levee erosion, hurricanes, duration

INTRODUCTION

Considerable efforts have been directed to understanding the mechanics of levee overtopping by
waves, erosion limits to retain levee functionality and development of appropriate design criteria. The
results of these efforts are summarized as recommended design criteria in van der Meer (2002,
hereafter referred to as the “TAW Manual”), the EuroTop Manual (2007) and the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers Coastal Engineering Manual (2008). Recent advances in understanding hurricanes and their
parameters through sophisticated storm surge and wave prediction models have improved capabilities
to predict the time variation of the “forcing” agents causing wave overtopping characteristics.
However, the “response” characteristics of levee erosion are not described by fundamental laws as are
the hydrodynamics and thus capabilities to predict levee failure have lagged. Design is complicated by
along levee variability in levee characteristics resulting in the unavoidable increase in probability of
levee failure with increasing levee length.
Until recently, design criteria for grass covered levees were based solely on the magnitude of levee
overtopping and grass cover quality and did not include duration although it is well known that time is
required to accomplish sufficient erosion to compromise levee functionality. Experiments by
Whitehead, et al. (1976) and Hewlett, et al. (1987) established design criteria for levee failures due to
steady flow and quantified the roles of duration, threshold conditions for damage and levee surface
quality. Recent full scale experiments by van der Meer and colleagues (Van der Meer, et al., 2006;
Hoffmans, et al., 2008; Van der Meer, 2008; and Akkermann, et al. ,2007) in which a Wave
Overtopping Simulator is placed on the crest of an actual levee have also underscored the design
significance of these three factors. Additional recent contributions include the detailed characteristics
of levee grass covers that contribute to levee erosion resistance, eg. Young (2005). Schuttrumpf
(2003), among others has discussed the need to account for overtopping duration in design.
This paper presents the results of a blind-folded application of recently developed methodology to
Hurricane Katrina at two locations on the St. Bernard (New Orleans area) levee system. The method
accounts for time varying storm surge and wave conditions and levee characteristics. At one location
where the levees failed, the storm surges and wave heights were significantly larger than at the second
location where the levee performed well.
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DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY

Dean, et al (2010) developed an approach to levee design for wave overtopping that includes rational
consideration of wave overtopping duration and magnitude and levee cover characteristics. The
approach is based on analysis of the Hewlett, et al. (1987) results for steady flow overtopping as shown
in Figure 1 and is described briefly below.
Referring to Figure 1, the Hewlett results are for steady flow and establish thresholds of acceptable
overtopping for different combinations of overtopping magnitude and duration for three qualities of
grass cover: “poor”, “average” and “good”. Transferring the steady flow results of Hewlett to represent
intermittent wave overtopping required the steps illustrated in the Flow Chart in Figure 2. Each of
these steps is described briefly below.

Figure 1. Combinations of velocities and durations for acceptable erosion of various coverings due to
steady overtopping (Hewlett, et al. 1987).
Flow Characteristics at Inner Levee Toe

Based on typical ranges of levee slopes and roughnesses and consideration that critical flow occurs at
the inboard (landward) side of the levee crest, it was established that uniform supercritical flow occurs
at the landward toe of the levee. This greatly simplifies later consideration of the velocities associated
with levee degradation. This uniform flow velocity was found to be proportional to the cube root of the
discharge which was later determined to be serendipitous as seen in the section on “Erosion Index”
below.
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Hydraulics of Flows Over Levees: Uniform
Flows at Levee Inboard Toe

Evaluate Three Erosion Indices: Velocity,
Shear Stress and Work: Work Provides
Best Correlation

Quantify Allowable Erosion Characteristics in
Terms of: Critical Work and Allowable
Cumulative Work Units, Both Expressed in
Terms of Velocity Cubed
Figure 2. Flow Chart of Methodology Development From Hewlett, et al. Results.
Erosion Index

Three erosion indices were developed and evaluated with the Hewlett data: (1) Velocity above a
threshold and an acceptable level of cumulative velocity above the threshold, (2) Shear stress above a
threshold and an acceptable level of cumulative shear stress above the threshold, and (3) Power (herein
called “work”) above a threshold and an acceptable level of cumulative work above the threshold.
Comparison of these three indices established that the work index provided a substantially better fit to
the Hewlett data than did the two other indices. Because work is proportional to velocity cubed which,
as noted previously, is proportional to overtopping per unit width, the task of applying this index is
simplified significantly. Table 1 summarizes the thresholds (expressed in m/s) and allowable
cumulative work units3 (expressed in m3/s2) for the three grass cover qualities.
Table 1. Results of analysis of Hewlett, et al. data. Threshold Values and Allowable Cumulative Work Units.

Parameter for Energy Basis
Threshold Velocity, uc (m/s)

Good
1.8

Cumulative Work Units (m3/s2)

0.492 x 10 6

Grass Cover Quality
Average
1.3

Poor
0.76

0.229 x 10 6

0.103 x 10 6

The application of the results in Table 1 is illustrated for good quality grass cover as

∑ (u
N

n =1

3
n

− uc3 ) Δtn ≤ 0.492 x106 m3/s2, providing un > uc

(1)

Wave Overtopping

Wave overtopping volume was considered to be proportional to the excess runup defined as the runup
exceeding the levee crest. Runup was assumed to be Rayleigh distributed and represented as the
potential runup height if the levee slope were extended without limit. The effects of the waves that
were not sufficiently high to overtop the levee and the limited portion of the wave period during which
the waves overtopped the levee were taken into consideration in calculating the overtopping discharge
magnitude. Both of these effects increase the magnitude of the overtopping while it occurs. Finally, the
average of the overtopping was “calibrated” to ensure consistency with the TAW methodology.

3

Note: The terminology “cumulative erosional work units” is also used herein.
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METHOD APPLICATION

For given levee characteristics (height, slope and grass quality) and hydrodynamic conditions (time
variations of surges and wave characteristics), the amount of cumulative “work” conducted by the
overtopping events on the levee leeside was calculated as a function of time as follows. The time of
overtopping was divided into periods over which it was considered that the surge and wave conditions
were reasonably constant. The work done by the overtopping events was calculated for each period
and added to that for preceding periods. This cumulative work was compared with the threshold for
unacceptable damage to determine whether the levee could withstand the conditions up to that time.
The Dean et al paper documented, through examples, the effects of grass cover quality, ranges of levee
heights and storm surge duration. Figure 3 presents a flow chart of the method application. The Reader
is referred to Dean, et al (2010) for additional detail on the method.
HURRICANE KATRINA

Hurricane Katrina made landfall in southern Louisiana on August 29, 2005, see Figure 4. Although
Category 3 at landfall, Katrina had been a Category 5 hurricane approximately 15 hours prior to
landfall and was unusually large for a storm of that magnitude with a radius to maximum winds at
landfall of 54 km. Of special significance were the unprecedented storm surges caused by Hurricane
Katrina. The maximum storm surge quantified by High Water Marks (HWMs) occurred in Mississippi
to the east of New Orleans and was some 8.2 m above North American Vertical Datum (approximately
Mean Sea Level). This storm surge along the Gulf of Mexico coastline is believed to be due to, in part,
the large size of the storm and its Category 5 magnitude prior to landfall. Although the winds
decreased as the storm approached shore, the earlier wind speeds and large hurricane size had
generated a surge that continued shoreward, shoaling as it propagated.
Hurricane Katrina surges exceeded design conditions along the levees in the New Orleans area. The
return period of the surges associated with Hurricane Katrina have been estimated at approximately
400 years compared to design conditions of 100 years (IPET, Volume VII, 2008b). Moreover at some
locations, the levee elevations were less than their design level due to subsidence, consolidation and
other factors. These surges and waves caused levee failures at a number of locations, one of which is
shown in Figure 5 which identifies the two levee locations examined in this paper. At Location 1, the
levee failed; however, at Location 2, the levee performed well throughout the storm.
For applications herein, storm surges and wave characteristics were calculated with the ADCIRC and
STWAVE models, respectively.
Location 1: Case of Levee Failure

Figure 6 is a photograph of levee failure in the general vicinity of Location 1 which is located at the
Corps of Engineers Station 430. The calculated storm surge and wave conditions are available in the
Corps of Engineers’ IPET forensic Study (2008b) at https://ipet.wes.army.mil/.
Levee failure near this location was also investigated by Storesund, et al (2010) who concluded that the
levee failed through erosion from the flood side; however, there are several features of their analysis
with which we do not concur.
The calculated variations of storm surge and significant wave heights for Location 1 are presented in
Figure 7. The IPET calculated wave heights represent conditions some 70 m from the toe of the levee
and considerable vegetation exists between the levee toe and the location where the IPET calculations
apply. Wave damping by vegetation has been investigated by Dean (1978), Kobayashi, et al. (1993),
Lima, et al. (2006), among many others. One approach to representing wave damping is to consider a
geometry in which the vegetation is considered as surface piercing vertical cylinders of diameter, D ,
arranged on a square array at a spacing, S . The resulting rate of energy dissipation, ε , is given by the
time averaged product of the drag force, FD and the wave induced particle velocity, u , ie
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Specify Levee Geometry, Grass Cover
Quality and Frictional Characteristics

Specify Time Variations of
Surges and Waves

Select Time Increment Over Which Surges
and Waves Can be Considered Constant

Represent Runup as Rayleigh Distributed
and as an Overtopping Surrogate

Divide the Runup Distribution Exceeding Levee
Crest Elevation into a Number of Intervals

Consider Individual Runup Interval. Does
Exceed Damage Threshold (Critical Velocity)?

No

Yes

Calibrate Overtopping to Agree With TAW Method

Accumulate “Excess Work Units”

No

Storm Surge and Waves Too Low to Cause
Additional Damage?

Yes

Finish. Was Cumulative Excess Work Units Criterion
for Failure Exceeded? If so, Failure Indicated.

Figure 3. Flow Chart of Methodology Application.
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Figure 4. Track of Hurricane Katrina. Various Track Colors Indicate Category Level on the SaffirSimpson Scale.

Figure 5. Locations of Two Levees Considered in This Paper
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Figure 6. Extensive Breach Along the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet. (Vicinity of Location 1).

ε=

FD u CD ρ Dh 3 CD ρ g 3/ 2 DH 3
=
u =
S2
2S 2
12π S 2 h1/ 2

(2)

which is based on linear shallow water theory and in which ρ is the mass density of water,

H is the
local wave height, CD is the hydrodynamic drag coefficient, g is the gravitational constant, and h is

the local water depth. Wave energy decay is given by

∂ ( ECG )
(3)
= −ε
∂x
2
in which E ( = ρ gH / 8 ) is the wave energy density, CG ( = gh ) is the group velocity and x is
the coordinate in the wave propagation direction. Solving the above equations over a distance where
the water depths change from h1 to h2 with a bottom slope of m results in

H1 ( h1 / h2 )

1/ 4

H2 =

1−

4CD DH1
1/ 4
1/ 4
( h1 / h2 ) ⎡⎣1 − ( h2 / h1 ) ⎤⎦
2
3π S m

(4)

in which H1 and H 2 are the significant wave heights at the start and end of the transect. Note h1 >

h2 in this application, thus m is negative. It is noted that the above equation accounts for both wave
shoaling and dissipation due to the vegetation. Applying this equation for CD = 1.0, D = 0.05 m, S
= 1.0 m, and m = 0.0071 and the wave heights at the MRGO canal where the calculated wave heights
( H 2 ) apply results in the wave heights at the toe of the outboard levee slope shown in Figure 7.
Although there is uncertainty in the values of the variables affecting wave dissipation, based on
inspection of the area on several occasions, the above parameters are considered reasonable if not
conservative in the sense of underestimating vegetation effects. It is seen from Figure 7 that the
maximum wave height decrease is approximately 0.3 m.
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Figure 7. Wave and Surge Time Histories at Location 1. Wave Conditions at MRGO and
Outboard Levee Toe Are Shown.
The wave periods and maximum wave heights considered here are presented in Table 2. Although
wave periods were also calculated in the IPET investigation, they appeared too high, hence wave
periods of 4 and 8 s are considered here.
Table 2. Maximum significant wave heights and Two wave periods considered.

Location
1
2

Maximum Significant Wave Height (m)
1.50
0.67

Wave Periods (s)
4 and 8
4 and 8

Figure 8 presents cumulative energy erosional work units vs levee crest elevations for a wave period of
4 seconds and good, average and poor quality grass covers. The calculations consider the time histories
of surge and wave characteristics at Location 1 and a range of levee heights. Levee survival (retention
of function) is indicated by the levee crest elevation at which the calculated cumulative erosional work
units match the allowable (Table 1). Recalling that the levee crest elevation was 5.8 m, it is seen that
the method indicates that the required levee elevations would be 6.3 m for good grass, 6.5 m for
average grass and 6.8 m for poor grass for a wave period of 4 s. Thus, failure of the levees due to
overtopping is consistent with the results of applying this method for a wave period of 4 s. Figure 8
also indicates the benefit of grass cover quality with a good grass levee crest elevation 0.5 m less than
for the poor quality grass. This could amount to considerable savings on long levees and although there
may be some difficulty in maintaining good quality grass cover, the benefits are substantial.
Figure 9 examines the effect of wave period for the case of average grass cover at Location 1. The
required levee elevation is 8.0 m for a wave period of 8 s and 6.5 m for a wave period of 4 s. These
results are a direct effect of increased runup for the longer wave period.

Millions of Cumulative Erosional Work Units (m3/s2)
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1.0
Poor Quality Grass
Average Quality Grass
Good Quality Grass
0.8

Required Cumulative
Erosional Work Units For:
Good Quality Grass Cover

0.6

Average Quality Grass Cover

0.4

Poor Quality Grass Cover

0.2

0.0
6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

8.0

Required Levee Crest Elevation (m)
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Millions of Cumulative Erosional Work Units (m /s )

Figure 8. Required Crest Elevations for Levee to Retain Functionality at Location 1 Along St. Bernard
Levee System. Wave Period = 4 s. Actual Levee Crest at Location 1 Was 5.8 m and Levee Failed.
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Figure 9. Effect of Wave Period on Levee Crest Elevation at Location 1. For This Location, a Wave
Period of 8 s requires a Levee Crest Elevation 1.5 m Higher Than for a Wave Period of 4 s and
Average Grass Cover Quality.
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Location 2. Case of Levee Survival

The only significant differences between Location 1 and 2 are the smaller wave heights and storm
surges at Location 2 (Maximum heights: 0.67 m vs. 1.50 m, Table 2 and Surges: 4.6 m vs. 5.4 m).
Figure 10 presents cumulative erosional work units vs. levee crest heights for average quality grass and
a wave period of 4 s at Locations 1 and 2. The required levee elevations at Locations 1 and 2 are 6.5
and 5.1 m, respectively. The required levee crest elevations for all combinations of wave period and
grass cover quality are presented in Table 3. It is seen that the actual levee crest elevation of 5.8 m was
greater than required for all grass qualities for a wave period of 4 s and greater than required for a
period of 8 s and good grass quality. For a wave period of 8 s, the actual levee crest elevation was 0.1
m and 0.5 m too low for average and poor grass qualities, respectively.
Table 3. Required levee crest elevation for retention of function for two locations considered, three grass
qualities and two wave periods.

Location
(Effect of Katrina)

Wave
Period
(s)

Actual

1
1
2
2

4
8
4
8

5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8

Levee Crest Elevation (m)
Required Elevation For Grass Quality
Good
Average
Poor
6.3
6.5
6.8
7.5
8.0
8.7
5.0
5.1
5.3
5.6
5.9
6.3

SENSITIVITY TESTS

Sensitivity tests were conducted to evaluate the effects of crest elevation and wave heights on
cumulative erosional work units. The results of these tests are illustrated as the variations of cumulative
work units with time for various combinations of levee crest elevations and wave height
characteristics.
Sensitivity to Levee Crest Elevation

Figure 11 presents the time variation of cumulative work units for levee crest elevations of 4.9 m and
5.0 m for the wave height time series at Location 2, a wave period of 4 s and good quality grass. The
upper panel of this figure presents the wave height and storm surge time series and the lower panel
presents the time variation of the two cumulative erosional work units. The erosional work units above
the threshold commence at approximately 1200 GMT and continue to approximately 1400 GMT with
the contributions starting somewhat earlier and ending later for the lower crest elevation. The increase
in levee crest elevation by 10 cm results in a decrease in cumulative erosional work units by
approximately two-thirds. Thus, the cumulative erosional work units are quite sensitive to levee crest
elevation.
Sensitivity to Wave Height

Figure 12 presents sensitivity results due to two wave height time series, a levee crest elevation of 5.8
m, a wave period of 4 s and good quality grass. The upper panel presents the two wave height time
series. The smaller of the wave heights is the IPET calculated series at Location 2 and the larger wave
height series is 10% greater than the smaller series. The lower panel presents the cumulative erosional
work units versus time. It is seen that an increase in wave heights of 10% results in an increase in the
erosional work units of approximately 60%. Thus, the calculated cumulative erosional work units are
quite sensitive to wave heights.

Millions of Cumulative Erosional Work Units (m3/s2)
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Figure 10. Required Levee Crest Elevations for Average Quality Grass and Wave Height Conditions at
Locations 1 and 2 for a Wave Period of 4 s.
COMPARISON WITH EARLIER GUIDANCE

It is of interest to compare the results of the method presented herein with guidance provided in the
TAW and EuroTop Manuals. As noted previously, the guidance in those two manuals does not account
for overtopping duration although the need is recognized. Rather, only magnitudes of overtopping for
the following three grass qualities are considered: Good (10 liters/s-m), Average (1 liter/s-m) and Poor
(0.1 liter/s-m).The TAW equations for the allowable average overtopping rates are:
4.3 Z c H mo / Lo
3
⎧
gH mo
tan α − H mo tan α
⎪0.067
e
, ξ o < 1.8
⎪
H mo / Lo
qall = ⎨
2.3 Z c
⎪
−
3
⎪⎩0.2 gH mo e H mo , ξ o > 1.8

In which

⎛
⎜
⎝

(5)

Z c is the freeboard (levee crest height relative to the peak storm surge),

⎞
⎟ is the Iribarren Number, H mo is the significant wave height at the outboard toe
⎟
⎠
⎛ gT 2 ⎞
of the levee, and Lo ⎜ ≡
⎟ is the deep water wave length and tan α (=1/3.5) is the slope of the
⎝ 2π ⎠

ξo ⎜ ≡

tan α
H mo / Lo

levee. The above equations can be inverted to calculate Z c
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⎧
⎛
⎪
⎜
qall
⎪ H mo tan α
⎜
⎪− 4.3 H / L An ⎜
3
mo
o
⎪
⎜ 0.067 gH mo tan α
Zc = ⎨
⎜
H mo / Lo
⎝
⎪
⎪
⎛
⎞
qall
⎪−0.2 H mo An ⎜
⎟ , ξ o > 1.8
3
⎟
⎪
2.3 ⎜ 0.2 gH mo
⎝
⎠
⎩

⎞
⎟
⎟ , ξ < 1.8
o
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(6)

Figure 11. Variation of Cumulative Erosion Work Units With Time for Two Levee Crest Elevations
for Conditions at Location 2 (Lower Panel). Wave Period = 4s. Wave Height and Surge Shown in
Upper Panel. Good Quality Grass. Illustrates Sensitivity to Levee Crest Elevation.
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Figure 12. Variation of Cumulative Erosion Work Units With Time for Two Wave Height Series With
the Second Series of Wave Heights 10% Higher Than Those at Location 2. Crest Elevation = 5.8 m,
Wave Period = 4 s. Time Histories of Wave Heights Shown in Upper Panel. Good Quality Grass.
Illustrates Sensitivity to Wave Heights.
Table 4 compares, for the twelve cases previously considered in Table 3, the required levee crest
elevations to satisfy requirements with the previous guidance and by the method herein. It is seen that
the TAW methodology predicts levee crest elevations that are generally considerably higher than those
associated with the method described herein with the TAW elevations higher than those developed
here by a range from 0.5 m to 3.1 m. Because the methods herein appear to agree reasonably well with
the failure at Location 1 and the non-failure at Location 2 for good quality grass, it appears that the
TAW methodology is conservative. This same general conclusion has been reached independently by
tests with the Wave Overtopping Simulator discussed earlier.
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Table 4. Required levee crest elevation for retention of function for two locations considered, three grass
qualities and two wave periods. Comparison of crest elevations by method developed and applied herein (in
parentheses) and by previous TAW and Eurotop guidance.

Location
(Effect of
Katrina)
1
1
2
2

Wave Period
(s)
4
8
4
8

Required Crest Elevation (m) For Grass Quality
Good
Average
Poor
6.8 (6.3)
8.7 (7.5)
5.3 (5.0)
6.3 (5.6)

7.6 (6.5)
10.2 (8.0)
5.8 (5.1)
7.3 (5.9)

8.4 (6.8)
11.8 (8.7)
6.3 (5.3)
8.3 (6.3)

SUMMARY
This paper has presented a blinded-folded comparison of required levee crest elevations for retention
of levee function at two locations in the St. Bernard levee system (New Orleans area) for Hurricane
Katrina (2005) conditions. The levees were located approximately 15.5 km apart and one levee failed
and the other survived. The storm surge histories at the two sites were calculated with ADCIRC and
the wave heights were calculated with STWAVE. The surges and wave heights at Location 1 were
higher than at Location 2. Because of the uncertainty in wave periods, wave periods of 4 and 8 s are
considered.
Findings are absolutely consistent with levee failure at Location 1 for all grass cover qualities and the
levee survival at Location 2 for good quality grass cover. The levee at Location 1 failed at a crest
elevation of 5.8 m and the method indicated that for the calculated wave and surge hurricane
conditions, levee crest elevations of 8.7 m and 6.8 m would be required for wave periods of 8 s and 4 s,
respectively for good quality grass. For poor quality grass cover, required levee crest elevations of 11.8
and 8.4 m are indicated. Results presented illustrate the effects of levee crest elevation, grass cover and
wave period.
At Location 2 where the levee survived with crest elevation of 5.8 m, the results indicated required
crest elevations varied from 5.0 m to 5.3 m for the three grass cover qualities and a wave period of 4 s.
For a wave period of 8 s, the required levee crest elevations varied from 5.6 m to 6.3 m for the three
grass cover qualities.
Sensitivity tests were conducted to demonstrate the effects of storm surge and wave height. Further
effort is warranted to investigate the interrelationships between wave heights and periods, storm surge
elevation, grass cover quality, and required crest elevation for non-failure.
The results of the methodology presented herein are compared with the TAW methodology which does
not consider the effects of storm duration. It appears that the TAW methodology may be conservative
for the ranges of hydrodynamic and levee conditions considered here.
The two comparisons presented here are limited due to uncertainties in levee grass quality and some
uncertainties in storm surge and wave characteristics. Additional full scale comparisons are required to
further evaluate the method. These comparisons could include additional locations affected by
Hurricane Katrina and results obtained from the full scale Wave Overtopping Simulator.
Although not illustrated here, the method has the advantage of allowing optimization of levee design in
which, for given design wave and surge conditions, elevation and slope parameters can be evaluated to
minimize the levee volume and the probability of failure. Additionally, the method is amenable to
Monte Carlo simulation in which uncertainties in grass cover quality and other levee and forcing
conditions are represented by probability distributions such that the probability characteristics of
failure are quantified.
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